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About the Book 
 

Amy Bath has to move on with her life. She leaves her barista job, blows her entire savings 

account, and heads to Sweden to seek out a man she thinks is her father...but she needs help. 

Archer Stock, a former professional fighter and devout Christian, reluctantly agrees to help Amy, 

and is thrust into dangerous territory. As their lives become entwined, Amy goes missing and 

Archer must unravel the mystery of her disappearance before it's too late for them both.   
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TITLE: Stockholm Hero  

Discussion:  

Question 1: At the beginning of the book, Why does Amy refer to herself as a 'fake?' 

Answer 1: Instead of contacting the man she thinks is her father, she dresses the part of a fine 

lady and sneaks into the art gallery to approach him. 

Question 2: What is a mistake Amy keeps repeating? 

Answer 2: Several times in the story Amy's inability to see people deeper than face value gets 

her into trouble. 

Question 3: How is Archer a man above the influences of the world? 

Answer 3: He chooses not to put himself in a position where people could question his stance on 

purity. 

Question 4: Who does Amy turn to for advice? 

Answer 4: Her best friend Miranda is her lifeline. 

Question 5: What impact does Amy's mother's faith have on Amy? 

Answer 5: She sees her mother's faith and tries to understand it.  

Question 6: Why does Amy fly to Sweden? 

Answer 6: She decides to take matters into her own hands and find her father no matter the cost. 

Question 7: What attracts Archer to Amy? 

Answer 7: Her vivacity and enthusiasm spark an interest in Archer as well as her unspoken need 

for a protector. 

Question 8: Initially, Why does Archer tries to distance himself from Amy?  

Answer 8: Because he wants her to work through her struggles with God before starting a 

relationship. 

Question 9: When does Archer discover his true feelings for Amy? 

Answer 9 When she is abducted from the woods. 

Question 10: How is Amy's search for a father figure echoed in our own search for closure? 



Answer 10: God places a need for Him in our hearts and we search through life until we find the 

only way to fill that need is through Him alone.  
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